
1 to 3 metres

What do we call it 
when a train comes 
off the tracks?

We call it a dErailMENt

What can you use on 
a Metro platform to 
get help?

1500 volts of electricity

How many metres 
can electricity jump?

Help Point

How much is the 
fine for trying to 
force carriage 
doors open?

150 metres

How many football 
pitches does it 
take for a Metro 
train to stop?

50 miles per hour

How many 
Metro train crew 
do we have?

90 Metro trains

How fast on 
average do Metro 
trains go?

Start

How many Metro 
trains are there?

YES - electricity can jump

What is your nearest 
Metro station?

Name your nearest station

How many volts 
of electricity 
run through the 
overhead cables?

158 Metro train crew

How many metres 
does it take for a 
Metro train to stop 
in an emergency?

Travel Fact Quiz question cards A

1½ football pitches

Can electricity jump?

1 2 3 4
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300

if you are going to 
watch Newcastle 
united play, at what 
station would you 
get off?

St James

Where do Metro trains 
go to get fixed?

Each carriage weighs 40 tonnes

How many 
people can fit on 
a Metro train?

the depot

How much does a 
ticket cost when you 
use a Pop card?

FalSE

true or False - Metro 
trains run 7 days a week

it warns you to stand behind it

is smoking allowed 
on the Metro?

Stadium of light

Why is there a 
yellow line on 
station platforms?

£1,000 fine

What is Sunderland 
FC stadium called?

a ticket

if you get too close 
to the overhead 
cables, what might 
happen to you?

You would get electrocuted

How many tonnes 
does a Metro train 
weigh?

No, smoking is not allowed 
on the Metro

true or False - it is 
safe to walk on the 
railway tracks

Travel Fact Quiz question cards B

truE

What should you 
have before you 
get on a train?

13 14 15
16

17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24



£1,000 fine

What are the stones 
called between the 
Metro tracks?

Ballast

ENd

£1,000 fine

What kind of ‘cuts’ 
should you not take 
on the Metro?

a timetable

How many Metro 
stations are there?

48 miles (77 kilometres)

What can you read to 
find out the time of 
the next train?

60p single or £1.10 all day ticket

How many miles 
does the Metro 
network cover?

Your feet

Where do Metro 
Staff watch CCtV 
cameras?

The Control Room

How much is the 
fine for improper 
use of the train 
emergency alarm?

60 Metro stations

How much is the fine 
for trespassing on 
the Metro tracks?

Travel Fact Quiz question cards C

Shortcuts

What are you not 
allowed to put on 
the seats?

25 26 27 28

29 30 31 32

33


